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Laser frequency stabilization using regenerative spectral hole burning
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We demonstrate laser frequency stabilization using a continuously regeneratedtransientspectral hole in an
inhomogeneously broadened resonance of a solid. Regenerative transient holes provide extreme stabilization
for time scales appropriate for spectroscopy, signal processing, ranging, and interferometry. Stabilization to 20
Hz on a 10-ms time scale using spectral holes at 793 nm in Tm31:Y3Al5O12 gives substantial improvement in
the reliability of stimulated photon echoes in the same material and enables the observation of a third popu-
lation storage mechanism for hole burning in Tm31:Y3Al5O12.
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Frequency stabilization of lasers is important for hig
resolution spectroscopy,1 applications utilizing phase
sensitive detection such as precision laser ranging, lo
baseline interferometry for gravitational wave detectio2

coherent optical communications, and time-domain spec
hole burning devices3 for functions such as: optical signa
processing4 and packet switching5 and radio-frequency spec
trum analysis.6 Modern frequency stabilization technique
use atomic or molecular resonances, such as iodine line
laser-trapped ions7 or reflection modes of high-finesse Fabr
Perot interferometers,8,9 where cryogenic cavities can reduc
frequency drift.10 We recently reported the demonstration
a programmable frequency reference using persistent spe
hole burning11 that could also be used to prepare multip
long-lived secondary frequency standards at arbitrary
quencies. Here, we demonstrate a complementary met
the use of a continuously-regenerated transient spectral
as a viscous damping mechanism to restrict a laser’s s
term frequency variation—a physically different procedu
from locking to a fixed atomic transition, cavity resonanc
persistent spectral hole, or instantaneous samples of pha
frequency history with delayed self-heterodyne detection12

Transient spectral holes in an inhomogeneously bro
ened absorption line do provide a useful reference for st
lizing a continuous-wave laser. The stability is derived fro
the cumulative frequency memory of the hole, lasting o
the hole lifetime and potentially longer in a well-engineer
closed-loop feedback system where the regenerated hole
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~3!/1473~4!/$15.00
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exact enough copies. Other frequency reference techniq
can provide greater precision on long time scales, but reg
erative spectral hole burning provides both vibrational i
munity and excellent short term stability, which are impo
tant and sufficient requirements for many applicatio
beyond the field of spectral hole burning~SHB!. Moreover, it
should be possible to engineer a system of the type we re
to fit into a compact shoebox-sized apparatus that inclu
optics, feedback electronics, and a cryostat.

The presence of a sharp spectral hole in the inhomo
meously broadened absorption line implies a sharp dis
sion in the refractive index. Pound-Drever-Hall locking8 is
used with a modulation frequency greatly exceeding
spectral hole resonance width to provide a feedback e
signal proportional to the dispersion in the refractive index13

The unstabilized laser initially burns a jitter-broadened sp
tral hole, the laser frequency stabilizes to a fraction of
hole width, and the hole narrows to a limit set by the hom
geneous linewidth and the laser irradiance. This s
narrowing property of regenerated holes turns hole relaxa
into an advantage. The balance between spontaneous
decay and further hole burning from continued illuminati
determines the equilibrium depth of the regenerating hol

Transient spectral hole burning may be achieved b
number of storage mechanisms. The most common is po
lation storage in the excited state of an optically active ion
molecule, providing lifetimes of up to several tens of mil
seconds. Population storage in hyperfine components of
1473 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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ground state can provide far longer lifetimes, up to 20 day14

Far more systems exhibit transient SHB than exhibit per
tent SHB, and this new stabilization strategy therefore gi
access to a correspondingly greater range of frequencies
the special case of SHB device applications that requir
stable laser, transient spectral holes in an identical piec
the material used for the device naturally provide suita
stabilization at the needed wavelength.

We have demonstrated this stabilization technique us
the 3H6→3H4 transition in Tm31:Y3Al5O12 (Tm31:YAG!
at 793 nm. The fluorescence decay time of the upper stat
these samples was measured to be 620ms at 1.9 K, consis-
tent with previous values.15 Decay to the intermediate3F4
state, with a much longer fluorescence lifetime of around
ms, occurs with a calculated branching ratio of 0.54~Ref. 16!
and greatly lengthens the SHB storage time of this syst
We present evidence below that splittings of the Tm31

ground state due to interaction with the neighboring Al31

nuclear spins provide a third population storage mechan
with an even longer storage time. The potential for spectr
copy and time-domain SHB devices is illustrated by a stim
lated photon echo measurement on the same transition
for locking.

We used Tm31:YAG crystals from Scientific Materials
Corp. with Tm31 concentrations of 0.1 at. %, giving a pea
absorption coefficient of 1.5 cm21 for the 3H6(1)
→3H4(1) transition, and an inhomogeneous linewidth of
GHz. Crystal thicknesses were 5.1 and 5.3 mm for lock
and 3.5 mm for photon echo measurement. The homo
neous linewidth of the transition is determined from t
Mims dephasing time TM ~Ref. 17! of a two-pulse photon
echo, reported as 75ms ~Ref. 18! in the absence of an ap
plied magnetic field. In our more dilute samples we ha
measured TM to be 116ms ~as defined in Ref. 18! and 81ms
~with exponent x52.09 as originally defined17!, correspond-
ing to an estimated full width at half maximum homog
neous linewidth ofGh51/pTM54 kHz. The convolution of
Gh during burning and reading gives a hole width of 2Gh for
shallow holes; deeper holes are broader due to higher abs
tion in the wings of the hole than at the center.

Using an apparatus described previously,11 two GaAlAs
external cavity diode lasers were independently freque
stabilized to transient spectral holes in separate Tm31:YAG
crystals. A single cryostat held both crystals immersed i
superfluid helium bath at 1.9 K. External phase modulat
at 23 and 25 MHz, respectively, produced frequency si
bands with a modulation index of 0.22. The relative stabi
of the two lasers was measured by heterodyne detectio
unmodulated portions of the beams. Beam diameters w
approximately 1 mm, with an irradiance of 2.3 mW/cm2. A
strong variation in the locking stability as the power w
adjusted emphasizes the need to carefully balance the ir
ance to optimize the equilibrium hole depth for locking, tra
ing off the depth and width of the spectral hole.

Evolution of the heterodyne beat frequency is shown
Fig. 1 for cases when both lasers were free running or b
locked. The inherent submegahertz free-running stabilitie
these lasers are already sufficient for some spectroscopi
plications but were spectacularly improved by locking ea
laser to a transient spectral hole. On the time scale of
onds, a clear improvement has been made, although the
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still a drift of about 10 kHz/s in this implementation. It is o
time scales faster than this that the most significant sta
zation occurs, as shown by the smoothness of the curv
Fig. 1~b!. A quantitative measure of frequency stability o
specific time scales is provided by the two-sample or Al
variance.19 The root Allan variance is shown in Fig. 2. Mini
mum Allan variances of 20 Hz occur for time scales of 5–
ms, representing more than three orders of magnitude
provement in stability over the free-running lasers.

We believe that the major sources of instability are~a!
residual amplitude modulation of the optical beam whi
causes voltage offsets upon mixing down to lower se
frequencies20 and ~b! thermally induced offsets and drift in
the locking circuitry. These offsets corrupt the error sign
and cause the laser frequency to lock slightly off the cen
of the hole, inducing drift as burning occurs at the shift
lock frequency. The present servo amplifier was adjusted
passively null the offset voltage at the start, but later fluct
tions were uncompensated. The drift rate varied and chan
directions on time scales of minutes indicating sensitivity
environmental changes. The frequency stabilization repo
here was obtained without temperature stabilizing the e
tronics or optical setup and with vibration isolation provid
by a standard pneumatically floated optical table. The curr
20 Hz stabilization with an 8 kHz resonance is not limited
any material properties, nor do there appear to be fundam

FIG. 1. Evolution of heterodyne beat signal between two las
~a! free running, and~b! independently locked to transient spectr
holes in the3H6→3H4 transition in separate Tm31:YAG crystals.

FIG. 2. Root Allan variance for the heterodyne beat frequen
between two lasers~a! free running and~b! independently locked to
transient spectral holes in the3H6→3H4 transition in Tm31:YAG.
Circles are measured by a frequency counter, and triangles are
puted from the data of Fig. 1.
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tal obstacles to reaching millihertz levels if the above sen
tivities and offsets are reduced.

Statistically different noise sources have characteri
slopes on Allan variance plots.21 Broadband phase and fre
quency noise (slope521) limiting the left side of Fig. 2~b!
may be reduced by selecting a quieter laser, a narrower s
tral hole reference, or by increasing the fidelity and g
bandwidth of the servo system. Frequency drift~slope 5
11! limits the right side of Fig. 2~b! and remains the primary
barrier to attaining lower variances on time scales lon
than 10 ms. Reduction of external vibrational and therm
influences9 may improve performance, however random fr
quency walks~slope 5 10.5! are not presently dominan
factors on the time scales of Fig. 2.

With the high level of frequency stabilization achieved
millisecond time scales, this stabilization strategy provid
ideal laser sources for optical coherent transient phenom
in particular the photon echo and stimulated photon echo
are the basis for time-domain spectroscopy and opt
devices.3–5 For optimal exploitation of the stimulated photo
echo, laser frequency stability is required for the storage t
of the material. Since this storage time is the lifetime o
transient spectral hole for the transition being probed,
requirement is naturally met by locking to a spectral hole

Application of this frequency stabilization strategy and
potential in optical devices was demonstrated by measu
stimulated photon echoes on the3H6→3H4 transition of
Tm31:YAG using a frequency-stabilized laser and the ap
ratus of Fig. 3. Approximately 1 mW of unmodulate
continuous-wave power was available for producing ec
excitation pulses after a portion of the laser output was ph
modulated and used to frequency lock the laser to a reg
erative transient spectral hole. The pulses were produce
two acousto-optic modulators, used in series to improve
on/off contrast ratio, with a third used after the crystal
block the excitation pulses. The photon echoes were dete
with a thermoelectrically cooled C31034 photomultiplie
Three 1.5ms excitation pulses were incident on the samp
with the delayt12 between the first and second pulses fixed
6 ms. The stimulated photon echo was measured as a f
tion of the delayt23 between the second and third pulses.

With the laser frequency locked to a transient spec
hole, photon echoes could be measured consistently fot23

FIG. 3. Apparatus for measuring stimulated photon ech
while frequency locking to a transient spectral hole. EOM~electro-
optic modulator!, AOM ~acousto-optic modulator!, PBS ~polariza-
tion beam splitter!, OSC~oscillator! andl wavemeter.
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delay times of several tens of milliseconds, giving the data
Fig. 4. The limiting factor for measuring echoes with long
t23 delay times was the signal-to-noise ratio, rather than la
frequency jitter. In contrast, when the stimulated echo de
was measured with the laser free running, the reproducib
of the stimulated echo was unreliable after only 500ms, as
shown in Fig. 5. The data points of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we
single-shot acquisitions of the stimulated photon echo w
out thresholding to reject low-intensity echoes. In Fig. 5
was clear that frequency jitter was the cause of the e
signal amplitude fluctuations, since occasionally a tru
valued echo was produced when the laser frequency of
third pulse happened to match that of the first two. An en
lope of true-valued echoes can be seen, but most points
well below this. Clearly, averaging the data in Fig. 5 ov
multiple shots would lead to a much different and erroneo
echo decay rate.

The generation of a stimulated photon echo can be c
sidered as the scattering of the excitation pulse off the po
lation grating generated by the first two pulses. The first t
pulses create a modulation in the population of the exc
state as a function of frequency, and a corresponding de
tion in the ground state. The electric-field vector of the ec
stimulated by the excitation pulse is proportional to the s
of these two gratings as they exist at the time of the exc
tion pulse. Intermediate state populations do not contrib
directly to the echo but allow the ground-state depletion
remain for longer than the lifetime of the upper state. A ra

s

FIG. 4. Stimulated photon-echo decay on the3H6→3H4 transi-
tion in Tm31:YAG, measured with a laser stabilized to a transie
spectral hole, showing three distinct population storage mec
nisms. Each point represents a single-shot event.

FIG. 5. Stimulated photon-echo decay on the3H6→3H4 transi-
tion of Tm31:YAG, without frequency stabilization of the lase
Each point represents a single-shot event.
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1476 PRB 62BRIEF REPORTS
equation analysis for a four-level system shows that the e
electric field decays with increasingt23 delay time as the sum
of three exponential functions whose decay times are
lifetimes of the three excited states involved. The detec
echo strength is the square of this function.

The square root of the echo intensity was fitted to th
exponentials giving the solid white line in Fig. 4 with deca
times of 590ms, 11.8 ms, and 90 ms. The first decay tim
corresponds to population storage in the3H4 excited state of
the transition, in agreement with the 620ms value obtained
from fluorescence decay. The second corresponds to pop
tion storage in the intermediate3F4 metastable state,
mechanism previously shown to account for transient sp
tral hole burning in Tm31 doped crystals.22 The third, long-
est decay component has an uncertainty of about 50% fo
decay time due to the scatter of the data attributed to dete
noise. This component is assigned to an energy shift ari
from the coupling of Tm31 to the nuclear spins of lattice
Al31 ions. To confirm the nuclear-spin coupling contributio
to the population storage, the stimulated echo decay wa
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measured with a permanent magnet placed immediately
neath the cryostat. This produced a very modest magn
field at the crystal (;100G), but it was enough to show
distinct increase of the decay time associated with this le
structure, corresponding to increased spin-lattice relaxa
times.

In conclusion, regenerative transient spectral hole burn
can provide an effective means for stabilizing the frequen
of a laser. A high degree of stabilization can be achieved
the spectral holes in some materials can be narrower
100 Hz. This stabilization method is well suited for spectro
copy and for optical data processing devices based on ti
domain spectral hole burning since separate pieces of
same material can be used as stabilizer and processo
substantial improvement in stimulated photon-echo rep
ducibility was demonstrated.
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